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Globalization and intense competition in the current marketplace have forced many firms to reexamine their methods of doing business. Nowadays, customers are demanding for high quality product and concern with on time delivery. Therefore the intention of this study is to highlight the use of Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing and how it can benefits manufacturing firms especially the manufacturing firms in Sarawak. This is because JIT manufacturing has been proved to results in competitive advantage by providing quality products and reducing cost mostly from inventory. There are three areas that will be looked thoroughly in this study which are; pre-implementation phase of JIT manufacturing, implementation phase of JIT manufacturing and post-implementation phase of JIT manufacturing. For this study, the data are collected using the mail survey method. Survey packages consist of introduction letter, questionnaire and self-return envelop were distributed to 58 selected companies. 14 out of 58 companies responded to this study. Using the data obtained from 14 manufacturing firms in Sarawak, this study empirically examines JIT manufacturing practices of the firms. Amongst the 14 companies, only four companies implement JIT manufacturing. The discussion of pre-implementation phase will be based on four set of questionnaires while the discussion on the implementation phase and post-implementation phase will be based on three set of questionnaires since one company is still in the pre-implementation phase. The results show that JIT implementation improves performance by lowering the inventory level, reducing costs and results in greater customer responsiveness. This study indicates that JIT manufacturing is a vital manufacturing strategy to build and sustain competitive advantage.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Global Competitiveness in Manufacturing Industries

Manufacturing is the process of converting raw materials into marketable products and is the backbone of any industrialized nation (Kalpajan and Schmid, 2001). Stiff competition in the manufacturing industries is normal in business world nowadays and it is due to rapid changes in the business world. Advances in transportation and communication have created global competition among manufacturing industries (Hernandez, 1993). With increasing regional and global competition many manufacturing industries have learned that in order to stay competitive, they must satisfied the customers need (Kazazi and Keller, 1994). Kalpajan and Schmid (2001) state that high quality products with low prices have become common in worldwide market.

There are several factors that need to be considered in order to stay competitive. One of the factors is the economic environment of the country (Amoako-Gyampah and Gargeya, 2001). The authors also state that stable market environment influence the size of the company, products production and the management practices. This is supported by Harrison (1992) where stable market condition increases the sales volume of products. Multinational market condition also needs to be considered to remain competitive (Kalpajan and Schmid,
Business world now is no longer concentrated in just one area. Through the introduction of the internet, strategy on marketing products has been changed drastically. Customers around the world can order the product online with just one click away.

Another factor that has an impact to manufacturing industries is the customers demand. Customers demanded high quality, low cost products and emphasized on in time delivery (Kalpajian and Schmid, 2001). Amasaka (2002) also stresses on product's quality to satisfy customers need. Pearson and White (2001) suggest that delivery time and performance should be given the top priority in production management efforts.

In Malaysia especially the state of Sarawak, manufacturing industries have become aware of the competition in the global market. Through the introduction of ASEAN Free Trade Areas (AFTA), manufacturing industries can prepare themselves for any challenges in the global competition (Khan and Mahmud, 2003). Small and medium scale industries (SMI) are targeted to be one of the main factors in generating and driving Sarawak towards greater economic development and higher growth (Albert, 2003). The author also said that SMI could produce higher value added products as supporting industries under the Industrial Cluster Approach.

In global competition, manufacturing industries need to cope with the rapidly changing technology (Khan and Mahmud, 2003). The authors also agree that with the help of knowledge and technology, manufacturing companies will increase its competitiveness and the production cost will be reduced due to low labour cost since automation is introduced in the firms. Chandra and Kodali (1998) state that implementing JIT can help to meet the
increasing market demand. The authors also added that JIT helps lay the foundation for a successful transition towards operations automation. Proactive measures have to be taken in order to meet the customers demand for various products variety with minimum delay (Kazazi, 1994). According to Harrison (1992), market demand can be satisfied by reducing the manufacturing lead times. This is where JIT manufacturing shows its advantage since by implementing the technique it can reduce the manufacturing lead time.

1.1 Just-In-Time Manufacturing

The term Just-In-Time (JIT) is not new in other countries like Japan and Western country. Various research have been carried out on JIT practices in many countries like Ghana (Amoako-Gyampah and Gargeya, 2001), Singapore (Hum and Ng, 1994), Malaysia (Abdullah et al., 1998), European country (Kazazi and Keller, 1994), Canada (Callen et al., 2000), USA (Groebner and Merz, 1994; Pearson and White, 2001), Scotland (Waters-Fuller, 1996) and Australia (Power and Sohal, 2000). These research shows that JIT is adapted and recognized by firms around the world.

Just-In-Time (JIT) is a management or production philosophy which originated from Japan and first implemented by Toyota Motor Company in the early 1970s. The founder of the concept is Taiichi Ohno, executive vice president of the company (Kazazi, 1994). Since then the concept spread throughout Japan. The adaptation of JIT in the West and other country are bit slow because they are not so familiar with the concept and they also are unaware to the competitive threat which was posed (Harrison, 1992). But then the JIT concept is accepted by Western and Asian country in the early 1980s (Kazazi, 1994).
There have been many advantages reported by other researchers on the implementation of JIT manufacturing. Amoako-Gyampah and Gargeya (2001) found that the performances of Mexican firms are correlated with the implementation of JIT manufacturing. The authors explain that an organization that eliminates waste and reduces variance continuously improves its shop performance through reduction in lead time, work-in-progress, operating expenses, and throughput increases leading to excellence and growth. Their study also shows that plant size and type of production processes were found to affect the relationship between JIT and performance. Chong et al. (2001) states that implementation of JIT manufacturing in the US firms provide benefits such as reduced throughput time, improved labour productivity, improved employee behavior, reduced inventory level and decreased the unit cost. Yasin et al. (2003) also agree that implementing JIT manufacturing can reduced the inventory level, reduced investment in inventory, improved quality of incoming materials and produce consistent high quality products.

Studies have shown that JIT manufacturing implementation has achieved the following benefits: reduced raw materials stocks by 50%, increased turnover by 97%, reduced scrap by 40%, increase supplier quality by 26% and reduced supplier cost by 11% (Waters-Fuller, 1995). The finding of Biggart and Gargeya (2002) indicate that implementing JIT manufacturing reduced total inventory through reductions in raw material inventory and not through significant reductions in WIP and finished goods inventories.

Beside these advantages, implementing JIT also has its disadvantages. One of the common problems is the lack of support to implement JIT manufacturing (Waters-Fuller, 1995). The author states that supports from suppliers, top management and employees are
important to make sure that the JIT implementation is successful. These facts is supported by Amoako-Gyampah and Gargeya (2001) where they found out that when introduced in the Mexican firms, JIT manufacturing face several obstacles. The obstacles are: obstacles to achieve employee participation, obstacles to achieve supplier participation and obstacles to the managerial integration of the components of JIT.

Other problems related to the implementation of JIT manufacturing pointed out by Groebner and Merz (1994) are the technical problem involving computer integration, shop floor scheduling, accounting procedure, quality assurance issues, transportation distance problems and resistance from workers. Hum and Ng (1995) point out that other problems occurred are the problem with the interface with existing manufacturing system, lack of internal JIT expertise, lack of justification for practicing JIT, lack of available assistance from consulting firm and lack of commitment from the management.
1.2 Problem Statements

In today's challenging global marketplace, cost of manufacturing has become increasingly important (Lawrence and Lewis, 1996). The authors also state that in order to succeed, companies should produce high quality products and compete on the basis of price. The costs of manufacturing can be minimized by keeping low inventory levels and by having good relationship with vendors (Waters-Fuller, 1996).

Pearson and White (2001) suggest that delivery time and high quality product with reasonable price is given top priority in customers' service. According to the authors, high inventory level and delay in delivery affect the delivery performance of orders. If the customers are satisfied with the delivery time, it will enhance the relationship between customers and company and thus makes the companies continue to compete (Waters-Fuller, 1995).

Manufacturing lead times also gives an impact to the manufacturing companies in order to compete with others. Manufacturing lead times is the total times required to produce a product when the batches enter the shop floor until it becomes finished products (Yew, 2002). Reduction in lead times saves a lot of time and also cut down the cost.

Introducing JIT manufacturing in the firms will help the firms to minimize the need of raw materials, work-in-progress, products inventory by giving attention to setup time reduction, balancing productive capacities of internal processes and this will help the company to achieve highest level of quality which is the key factor for competition Amoako-Gyampah and Gargeya (2001). Implementing JIT manufacturing also give benefits such as
Work-In-Progress (WIP) reduction (Hum and Ng, 1995; Kazazi and Keller, 1994; Yasin et al., 2003), inventory reduction (Hum and Ng, 1995; Duclos et al., 1995; Ramarapu et al., 1995; Kazazi and Keller, 1994; Mukhopadhyay, 1995; Upton, 1998; Waters-Fuller, 1996; Yasin et al., 2003; Groebner and Merz, 1994) and lead time reduction (Hum and Ng, 1995; Ramarapu et al., 1995; Kazazi and Keller, 1994; Mukhopadhyay, 1995; Groebner and Merz, 1994). Indeed implementing JIT manufacturing help in production space reduction (Hum and Ng, 1995; Duclos et al., 1995; Kazazi and Keller, 1994; Groebner and Merz, 1994), product quality improvement (Hum and Ng, 1995; Ramarapu et al., 1995; Mukhopadhyay, 1995; Callen et al., 2000), productivity improvement (Hum and Ng, 1995; Duclos et al., 1995; Kazazi and Keller, 1994; Callen et al., 2000; Amoako-Gyampah and Gargeya, 2001).

1.3 Objectives of the Study

This study presents the current status of Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing practices in the manufacturing industries in Sarawak. The main objectives of this study are:

1. To investigate the pre-implementation phase of JIT manufacturing

2. To investigate the implementation phase of JIT manufacturing

3. To investigate the post-implementation phase of JIT manufacturing
1.4 Scope of Study

Specifically this study will look into the pre-implementation phase, implementation phase and post-implementation phase of JIT manufacturing implementation. The areas covered in this study are:

1. Initiators of JIT manufacturing implementation
2. Evaluators of JIT manufacturing implementation
3. Reasons for implementing JIT manufacturing
4. Pre-implementation problems
5. Pre-implementation period
6. The extensiveness of JIT manufacturing implementation
7. Implementation problems
8. Benefits of JIT manufacturing implementation
9. Future extensiveness of JIT manufacturing
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

The literature review will discuss on the global competition issues among the manufacturing industries and how to cope with the challenges. This literature review also will discuss and explain the study on Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing practices thoroughly. The areas that will be looked specifically are the pre-implementation phase of JIT manufacturing, implementation phase of JIT manufacturing and lastly the post-implementation phase of JIT manufacturing. With the explanation in this chapter, it will help the manufacturing industries especially in Sarawak to identify and evaluate the current practices of JIT manufacturing.

2.1 Global Competitiveness in Manufacturing Industries

Business world today is no longer the same as a few years ago. Nowadays the competition among manufacturing companies is stiffer than the old days. When the markets become multinational, it creates a global competition (Kalpajian and Schmid, 2001). Firms that adopt to environmental change will be most likely to find profitable activities in the market that are changing. Yew (2002) states that many manufacturing industries have to re-examine their manufacturing practices and evaluate it in order to remain competitive in the
globalization world. This statement is supported by Fullerton and McWatters (2001) where they agree that globalization and strong competition in the marketplace forced the manufacturing firms to re-examine their methods for doing business.

The introduction of ASEAN Free Trade Areas (AFTA) this year has created a competition among the ASEAN region. According to Khan and Mahmud (2003) the major concern of ASEAN’s manufacturing industries is to take advantage of the opened and liberalized ASEAN market. The authors add that they need to adjust their manufacturing practices to survive and to compete with others. This is where the JIT manufacturing practices can benefit the manufacturing companies to gain competitive advantages as stated by Waters-Fuller (1995). The findings of Fullerton and McWatters (2001) show that JIT implementation improves competitive performance by lowering inventory levels and reducing quality costs and throughput time.

Kazazi and Keller (1994) point out that the manufacturing industries must satisfy the customers need in order to remain competitive in the increasing regional and global competition. Indeed, Yew (2002) agrees that to stay competitive the important philosophy is the low cost manufacturing, product quality and customers trust. To meet the demand of customers at minimum cost, JIT manufacturing is one of the solutions (Diponegoro and Sarker, 2002). By implementing JIT manufacturing, it results in competitive advantage by reducing the cost and improved the quality of the products (Waters-Fuller, 1995). Huson and Nanda (1995) state that the lean production practices is adopted due to increasing in competitive pressure, demand for product variety and a need for flexible systems. Fullerton and McWatters (2001) state that good quality management is the key of JIT survival. Corbett